
Getting to grips
with content pillars



CONTENT PILLARS

What are content pillars?

Content pillars are usually three to five messages/topics that underpin your wider
business and are relevant to your niche. They are topics that align with your
business and help to give you a marketing strategy for social media.

Why do I need content pillars?

Content pillars are brilliant for helping you plan and save time by getting organised.
Not only does it get you more organised but it will make your content more
cohesive, building your message and showing consistency which will in turn build
trust from your audience.

How can I find my content pillars?

Ask yourself what your business stands for, go back to your why and what's
important to you. Are there myths or preconceived ideas about your niche that
could become a pillar? If you're a small business owner I would suggest that you use
yourself as one of your content pillars. You can still talk about yourself while
keeping boundaries and letting your audience get to know you. Talk about yourself
but from a business perspective. Tell people about your journey to what you do
now, why you do it and how you got there.

How should I integrate content pillars?

Start by asking yourself what consistency looks like for you and how often you can
commit to posting on socials. Not how many times you think you should post, how
many times you actually can. That is half the battle! For example if you could post
four times a week, brilliant, that's a great start. Next pick the days that work best
for you and times (look at your insights) and then use each day for a different
content pillar. For example, I worked with doula who decided to post four times a
week, they then decided to post on a Monday, Wednesday, Friday & Sunday. Then
they had overarching themes such as birth myths, mental health while pregnant,
their own business journey and birthing tips! Much easier and more strategic.


